The signed petitions will be taken to the Japanese
government, Chinese government, and the United
Nations before Hu Jintao visits Japan.
The citizens of Japan are showing serious concern regarding the
recent brutal crackdown by the Chinese government on peaceful
Tibetan demonstrators. Since the 10th of March 2008, the Chinese
government has been using armed forces in the capital
city of Tibet, Lhasa, and then in neighboring provinces (Qinghai
(Amdo, Gansu and Yunnan (Kham) as the demonstrations spread.
On March 22nd 2008, around 1500 people voluntarily gathered in
Roppongi (Tokyo) for a demonstration demanding that the Chinese
government immediately stop the violent suppression, human rights
violations, genocide and other restrictions of freedom against the
Tibetan people.
On this day, Mr. Seishu Makino, a leading supporter of freedom in
Tibet as well as the founder of Japan Parliamentarian Group for
Tibet, spoke to those who had gathered from all over Japan. “I am
sure that all gathered here today will be seen as “apostles of peace”
in the future. While it may still take time for Tibet to become free,
let’ s combine everyone’ s passion for peace and compassion into
a network of supporters.” And with this single voice, the Save Tibet
Network was born.
People who want to save lives in Tibet, who want human rights for
Tibet, who cannot ignore the genocide, who oppose every kind of
violence, who wish for peace in the world, and who believe that love
can change the world. We all have this same hope. The Save Tibet
Network connects all of these individual’ s “will” and “power” into a
single force to take action for Tibet when Hu Jintao visits Japan in
May, the Toyako Summit in July, and at the Beijing Olympics in
August. The Save Tibet Network will take action co-operating with
the Japan Parliamentarian Group for Tibet, Tibet Support Network
Japan, Tibetan Community in Japan, Human Rights groups in
Japan, and Tibet support groups from all over the world.

Read the petitions and if you agree with the
contents, sign it.
Prime Minister of Japan
Ambassador of People’ s Republic of
China
United Nations Secretary General

Send the Petition sheets with your signature
to ;
SAVE TIBET NETWORK
Poste Restante
Kokkainai Post Office
1-7-1 Nagatacho chiyoda-ku Tokyo
100-0014

Dead Line : 30th April, 2008
*Entries Postmarked no later above date

Our representative will take your signed
petitions to Japanese government
and Chinese Embassy directly by Chinese
President, Hu Jintao’s Visit of Japan.
Petition to U.N. will be handed in to
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan.

What is the Save Tibet Network?
The Save Tibet Network is a place that connects individuals who are serious about the Tibet
issue and want to do something about it. All those who share the same goals are welcome
to participate. The Save Tibet Network does not belong to any other groups or
organizations. Instead it is comprised of various support groups inside and outside of Japan.

